
Homework 4: Divide and Conquer
Be sure to read the grading guidelines and style guidelines. Especially to see the suggested format for describing
algorithms.

We sometimes describe how long are justifications or proofs are. These lengths are intended to help you estimate
how much detail we’re expecting, you should not take those estimates as hard length-limitations.

Our solutions for any individual problem will fit in approximately one page or less.

You are allowed (and encouraged!!) to collaborate with each other. Brainstorming is much easier to do in a group
than alone! But you must follow the collaboration policy (which includes needing to write your submission on your
own).

You will submit to Gradescope; we will have a different box for each problem, so please give yourself extra time to
submit.

1. Find a Counterexample [10 points]

Paul’s TAs want pastries during the weekly meetings, and to feed all of his TAs, he needs to purchase exactly n total
pastries. At the bakery from which he buys his pastries, pastries come in boxes that fit differing numbers of pastries
(e.g., donuts come in a box that fits a dozen, croissants only come in a box that fits five, etc.) but you can always
buy a chocolate cake that fits in a single box. Paul is interested in finding the minimal number of boxes he will have
to carry, while getting exactly n total pastries.

Minimum Pastry Boxes
Input: An array P [] containing the pastry ordering quantities. You may assume P contains only positive ints,
that P [0] = 1, and that P [i] < P [j] for all i < j. And a positive integer n.
Output: The minimal number of boxes required to ensure exactly n pastries in the order.

One of the TAs suggests the following greedy algorithm:
1: function GreedyPastry(P [], n)
2: boxes← 0
3: for i from P.length− 1 down to 0 do
4: while n ≥ P [i] do
5: boxes++
6: n← n− P [i]

7: return boxes

Give an example input such that the greedy algorithm above is not optimal, and justify that it is a counter-example.

2. What a Bargain! More for Less! [25 points]

In Section 4, you developed a divide and conquer algorithm to answer the following problem: “Given a 1-dimensional
array A of n real numbers find the total sum of the maximum-weight sub-array of A.” Your job for this problem will
be to do more than was asked in section, namely to solve even more problems: That is you need to find:

• the maximum sum of any sub-array of the input.

• the maximum sum of any prefix of the array, and

• the maximum sum of any suffix of the array.

For example, in the array
{31,−49, 59, 26,−53, 58, 97,−93,−23, 54}

• the sub-array with maximum sum is achieved by summing the 3rd through 7th elements, whose sum is 187.
(When all numbers are positive the answer would be the whole array; when all numbers are negative the
answer would be an empty sub-array which has a total of 0.)
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• the prefix sum is maximized with the prefix ending in the 7th element, which has sum 169.

• the suffix sum is maximized with the suffix that begins with the 3rd element, which has sum 125.

Give an O(n) time divide and conquer algorithm to find all three of these maximum sums in an array of n numbers.
This problem shows how sometimes asking for more in our recursive calls can help us with designing more efficient
recursive solutions.

Hint: It may help to think about how there is work repeated in the different recursive calls in the solution from
section. You will likely need to add one more item to be computed than required here in order to make your solution
as efficient as we are asking you to make it.

3. Smile for the Airplane [25 points]

In computer graphics, images are generally produced from geometric models of surfaces that consist of sets of
triangles, each of which has a position and orientation in space. The resulting image is found by considering a
positions seen from the point of view of a “camera” and the image is based on the portions of triangles the camera
can see. (The visible portions of these triangles are later processed to handle the effects of light, but this first process
can greatly simplify the portion of the models that is needed to produce the image.)

In this question we focus on a simplified 1-dimensional version of the problem. The natural 1-dimensional version
corresponding to triangles would involve line segments, but we will simply consider the processing required for the
case for a set L of infinite lines in the xy-plane of the form y = a · x + b. (Note that this rules out vertical lines.)
Furthermore, instead of a “camera” at single spot we assume that the visible portion is what would be seen by an
“airplane” flying infinitely high over the terrain given by the lines. Visibility at a given x value therefore just means
has the highest y value at x.

The resulting visible portion of the scene given by these lines will consist of a region that has half-lines at each end
and line segments in the middle. The visible region can then be described by a sequence

V = (`1, x1, `2, x2, `3, x3, . . . , `t−1, xt1 , `t)

for some t where each `i ∈ L, each xi ∈ R and x1 < x2 < . . . < xt−1. The meaning is that line `1 is visible from
x = −∞ until x = x1 at which point line `2 becomes visible until x = x2, etc. (We assume no duplicate lines in L
and among all lines that might agree on a highest y value at a given point xj , we only include the two lines that are
highest immediately to the left and right of x = xj . For example, in the scene below, the lines in the visible portion
in sequence would be lines 1, 5, 3, and 2 in order. (Without a coordinate system we can’t define the xi values in
V .)

Give an O(n logn) time algorithm (assuming any of the usual arithmetic operations on real numbers can be done in
one time step) that takes a set L of n lines expressed as a sequence of pairs (ai, bi) of real numbers y = ai · x + bi
produces the sequence V defining the scene.
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4. Dog For Mayor [25 points]

A small town has hired you to design an algorithm to process the votes of their mayoral election. The mayoral
election operates under the following rules. Let n be the number of votes cast in the election. Your task is to detect
all candidates who received more than n/3 votes.

• If there are two such candidates, they will advance to a “runoff” election (a second election with just those
two candidates).

• If there is exactly one such candidate, they are declared the mayor.

• If there are no such candidates, a dog is installed.

Note that there cannot be 3 or more winning candidates, as that would require the 3 of them combine for more than
n votes.

The election allows for write-in candidates, which means that “Mickey Mouse”, “Mickey T. Mouse”, and “Micky
Mouse” are all possible votes for the same candidate. As a result, you will not be able to use a hash table to accurately
represent a candidate, nor will you be able to sort the array accurately.

Instead, you have written a detailed equals() method, which (by checking for alternative forms and spelling mis-
takes) will accurately decide if the two strings are really votes for the same candidate.

Design a divide and conquer algorithm that processes the election as follows
Election Processor
Input: A list of n strings
Output: returns any string representation of all candidates that have more than n/3 votes (if there are any),
or “Dog For Mayor!” if there is no such candidate.

Your algorithmmay use the provided equals()method, but not hash tables, nor sorting. In analyzing your algorithm,
assume that each call to the equals()method takes t time. Give your running time analysis in terms of t and n.

(a) Give pseudocode (and/or English) to describe a divide and conquer algorithm for this problem.

(b) Prove your algorithm is correct (you almost certainly want induction).

(c) Give the big-O running time for your algorithm. Briefly (3-4 sentences) justify your response. If you choose
to use a recurrence, you may solve it without showing us the work (but you do not have to use one if you can
explain the running time another way).

5. Binary Stars [Extra Credit]

You are not required to submit attempts at extra credit problems (they do not count toward the dropped/counted problems
at the end of the quarter). They will havemuch smaller effects on grades than themain problems, so we do not recommend
attempting them until you’ve done all the other problems on the assignment. At the end of the quarter, after determining
grade breaks, we will add in extra credit points.

Binary stars form in space when two stars end up close together. The closer they are, the more likely they are to
end up circling each other. Your job is the following: Given the positions of n (non-binary) stars in 3 dimensional
space, determine which pair is the best candidate for forming a binary star in the future.

Use the same ideas as used to solve the problem for closest pair in the plane to create an O(n log2 n) algorithm for
finding closest pairs in 3 dimensions and prove its running time. (This is not optimal; an O(n logn) algorithm exists
that uses ideas of this algorithm plus more flexibility in choosing how to split the points into sub-problems so that
the difficult strip in the middle has fewer points.)
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